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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT

At CloudMargin we have produced a functionally rich, highly automated, web-based collateral management 
platform. Our powerful interface gives total visibility over counterparty, clearing broker and CCP positions with 
real-time reporting on all collateral activity. Most importantly, CloudMargin’s state of the art data visualisation 
and reporting workflow tools put our clients firmly in control of their business. 

THE WORLD’S FIRST 
WEB-BASED COLLATERAL 
AND MARGIN MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION 

ADD AUTOMATION, SCRAP SPREADSHEETS, 
ELIMINATE EMAILS
The fully automated process within CloudMargin drastically reduces the need 
for any manual intervention. We offer our clients a collated, visualised view 
of their collateral pools whilst replacing the slow, error prone and inefficient 
exchange of emails and copy and pasting of data into spreadsheets.  This 
automation saves you time, reduces errors and increases control.
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OUT-OF-THE-BOX CONNECTIVITY TO MARKET 
INFRASTRUCTURE
The CloudMargin platform has been designed with scalability and automation 
at its core.  From inception, CloudMargin provides you with seamless out-
of-the-box connectivity to a multitude of market infrastructure. We connect 
you to your OTC (Over- The-Counter) counterparties via AcadiaSoft, Futures 
and Options and OTC Clearers via our custom-built links and connect to your 
Custodians via SWIFT, as well as having automated links to leading market 
data providers. 

END-TO-END COLLATERAL AND 
MARGIN MANAGEMENT
CloudMargin covers the complete end-to-end 
workflow of collateral management -performing 
margin call calculations, valuing collateral 
and validating eligibility, identifying disputes, 
proposing optimum assets to deliver, instructing 
market movements and providing a full inventory 
management lifecycle.  
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WE SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY

The level of visibility and scrutiny that collateral management is now 
facing means that you have to do a lot more, with less. CloudMargin 
can eradicate this time-consuming process with a logical, simple to use 
workflow with everything you need collated in one, visualised window. 
– All costing a fraction of the price compared to using spreadsheets 
and other technology vendors.

WE HELP YOU MAKE BETTER  
BUSINESS DECISIONS
To have more clarity over your decisions, you need to be more 
in control over you collateral management process. To do this, 
CloudMargin allows you to challenge the status quo, independently 
challenging and validating the data from your brokers, allowing you to 
make better-informed business decisions.

CloudMargin Limited is a limited company registered in England and Wales with registered number 08431830 and VAT registered number GB 169 9882 27. Our 
registered office is at 28 Austin Friars, London, England, EC2N 2QQ. CloudMargin is the collateral management technology provider. It meets the growing need for an 
affordable, understandable and functionally complete alternative to out dated and overpriced technology, spreadsheets, or manual processes. CloudMargin focuses 
on the needs and challenges facing firms such as corporate treasurers, insurers, pension funds, banks and asset managers. CloudMargin allows users to avoid the 
unnecessary and expensive complications of highly bespoke sell-side focused solutions and instead deliver to these firms a cost-effective and understandable web-
based platform.

WHY CLOUDMARGIN?
There is no other solution available today that addresses collateral management like CloudMargin. CloudMargin is the 
worlds first web-based collateral management system, hosted securely over the Internet; all the user needs is a web 
browser and an Internet connection to use our system. Unlike competitors, CloudMargin clients do not need to pay for 
costly software or hardware implementation. Nothing to install. Nothing to support. Nothing to upgrade.

KEY FEATURES
•  AcadiaSoft Integration  

Clients are able to automatically issue 
and respond to margin calls, manage 
disputes and negotiate and process 
margin movements, for both cash and 
securities. See Acadiasoft fact sheet for 
more information. 

•  Highly automated connectivity into 
market infrastructures 
For all clients, the system supports full 
TriOptima based portfolio reconciliation, 
Collateral eligibility verification through 
CloudMargin’s partnership with market 
data providers and full trade reporting 
across multiple trade repositories such as 
REGIS-TR & UnaVista

•  Reporting and Data visualisation 
CloudMargin is an OEM partner 
of Tableau – the leading business 
intelligence platform. The power of 
Tableau is embedded into CloudMargin 
giving all clients bespoke reporting and 
MIS build for every eventuality, which is 
inline with Dodd-Frank/EMIR regulations. 

•  24 hour Customer Care 
Our clients have access to their named 
relationship manager 24 hours a day 
and you will always be able to speak to 
someone who knows your name and 
understands your business.

BENEFITS 

• POSITIVE RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) FROM THE START 

  You will see a positive ROI as soon as you start using CloudMargin. 
This is because there is no software or hardware to buy, install or 
support, - coupled with virtually zero upfront costs. The fast deployment 
of CloudMargin also means decreased downtime within your working 
environment, compared to other solutions. 

• FAST ON-BOARDING PROCESS

  Implementation of the CloudMargin solution, by comparison with 
alternatives, is greatly accelerated.  You will be fully live with the 
CloudMargin solution within a couple of weeks, often with no I.T 
involvement from your side. The short deployment time of CloudMargin 
includes any additional third party connections that may be required.  

• MINIMISING THE TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP 

  We offer a simple pay-as-you-go system, meaning that we only charge 
you for the amount of current active CSA’s. If the number of active CSA’s 
differs between months, you will be charged accordingly. There is also no 
internal support or on-going upgrade cycles to manage, test or pay for.  

• SECURITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY AS STANDARD

  You will access the CloudMargin solution over a secure and encrypted 
web connection. Your data is snapshotted twice hourly, with a back up of 
the database also taking place twice an hour. If a full-blown DR (Disaster 
Recovery) incident occurs, then our DR services will be up within a 
couple of minutes to continue normal service.


